
Introduction
This document contains the shortlisted Froomle modules available in our News
offering.

News Modules

Module Description

Recommended
for you

A module containing the most relevant articles for a user based on
what we know about him/her.

Similar Articles A module containing articles from the same section/category/tag as
the article the user is browsing, optimized to show the articles with
highest engagement on top.

Continue Reading
A module showing the articles that the user is most likely to click on
given the current article being read.

Recent from (Topic)
A module containing recent articles from a given
section/tag/category, ordered based on relevance for the user.

Most Frequently Read
A module showing the most popular articles at that time.

Editors’ Pick A module proposing relevant content previously curated by the
editorial team. In this case, the module will apply it’s
personalisation not to the entire catalogue, but select from a
shortlist defined by editors.

Can be used either as an additional box or replacing a ‘headlines’
box on the existing website.

You Might Have Missed
A module containing selected relevant & unread articles for a
user from a selected timeframe.
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Best From Premium A module containing highly relevant premium content from your
platform, to drive conversions and engagement.

Freemium Conversion A module containing free content for users with low propensity
to subscribe, and paid (well converting) content for users with
high propensity to subscribe.

After Video A module containing personalized & related video
recommendations at the end of a video (content & collaborative
based).

Topical
Recommendations

A module that shows the most relevant articles for a given
Topic(Vertical/Section/Category). Topics are defined by the
newsroom or automatically via our Topic Recognition module.

Topic Ranking A module ordering different (sub)sections (e.g. News, Politics,
Sports, …) based on the user’s browsing history.

Topic Ranking can be combined with Topical Recommendations
to populate each topic lane.

Topic Recognition beta A module that, based on an item's content, suggests Topics (ie
“tags”) for the item to the publisher/user. Used in combination
with the Topical Recommendations module.

Topic Gap
Detection beta

A set of tools allowing newsrooms or marketing teams to identify
gaps in their content:
> Write less or more on a certain Topic
> Trend being missed by the newsroom and should be added
>  Suggestions to deprecate Topics

From Your Region A module containing the most relevant regional articles for a user
based on profile and/or reading history.
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Paywall
Recommendations

A module proposing a list of relevant paid content directly on the
paywall. Used to convince readers to take a subscription by
seeing the value they will get.

Exit Popup
Recommendations

A module presenting a user that’s about to exit your website with
engaging content to reduce bounce rate.

Podcast A module serving audio content to interested users, based on
their listening behaviour.

Opinion A module focusing on longreads or “opinion” papers, having a
longer shelf life. In this module, the preference for a certain
author is being analysed.

Sport A module serving hyperlocal sports content to interested users,
based on their reading behaviour. Automated generation of
hyperlocal content by Froomle's partner United Robots is an
option.

Real Estate
Recommendations

A module proposing properties from connected real-estate
platforms according to the user’s interests and behaviour.

Product
Recommendations

A module proposing products from connected eCommerce
platforms according to the user’s interests and behaviour.

Personalized Search Select & order the results of a search query in a personalized way,
optimizing user engagement. Supports auto-completion,
auto-correction, ordering (relevance, recency or popularity) and
much more.
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Channel-specific Modules

Audience
Selection

Select the right audience for a given campaign/communication, taking
into account your objective (conversion, retention, ...). Froomle will
make sure each user gets the right messages at the right time, and
doesn't feel spammed.

This module can be used for all outbound communication e.g. push
notifications, email, sms or print copy.

Re-Engagement
Campaign

A specific version of newsletter/push notification focused on
re-engaging users that have a risk of churning. This includes a churn
prediction model to select users and a recommendation engine to
serve re-engaging, personalized content.

Newsletters All Froomle modules can be used in email communication. Froomle
has multiple options to set up this integration.
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